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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write the steps clearly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. (a) What is the service provided by Ethernet, IP, TCP and UDP protocols? (4M)
(b) State any three of the four principles of layered names with clear examples. (3M)
(c) State any two key architectural innovations of the following network architectures: Internet, GENI, NDN, and

SDN (8M)

2. UDP-based data transfer (UDT) protocol

UDT is a reliable UDP based application level data transport protocol for distributed data intensive appli-
cations over wide area high-speed networks. UDT uses UDP to transfer bulk data with its own reliability
control and congestion control mechanisms. The new protocol can transfer data at a much higher speed
than TCP does. UDT is also a highly configurable framework that can accommodate various congestion
control algorithms.
The PDU structure of user datagram protocol (UDP) is given below for your reference.

Reference:
http://udt.sourceforge.net/index.html

Based on the given information, answer the following questions:
(a) Design the PDU format for UDP protocol. Justify the protocol mechanisms chosen and their matching policies.

(4M)
(b) If we want to remove the support for reliability, but wants to add support for combining/separating, fragmen-

tation/reassembly and profiles, how does the PDU format change. Justify your choices. (4M)
(c) Draw the protocol machine diagram for UDT. (4M)
(d) Design the client interface provided by the UDT protocol to the applications. (3M)

3. This question refers to version control systems. Here is a brief summary of the version control systems.

Version control systems, also variously known as revision control, source control, and so on, have been
around since not long after programmers first started to grapple with this problem. A lot of their core ideas
can be found in classic Unix utilities like diff and patch, designed to examine the differences between
individual files or apply changes to them from elsewhere. Nowadays, a respectable VCS can usually:

(a) Store a project’s entire history in a single directory.



(b) Track exactly how individual files changed, and when.
(c) Track who they were changed by.
(d) Log human-readable descriptions of changes.
(e) Merge sets of changes from different people.
(f) Display the differences between any two points in a project’s history.

(g) Store multiple concurrent branches of a project, with different changes on each.

Hub-and-Spokes Approach
Professionals have used tools like SCCS, RCS, and CVS for decades, along with various and sundry
commercial offerings. For a lot of users, though, especially small shops and hobbyists, version control
didn’t really begin to seem easy or straightforward until Subversion, frequently abbreviated "svn", showed
up on the scene. Subversion was free, relatively easy to configure, and much less painful to use than
earlier systems. It retains one strongly limiting flaw, however: It requires a central server to store changes
and share them with others. It operates sort of like a hub and spokes:
Traditional revision control systems use a centralized model where all the revision control functions take
place on a shared server. If two developers try to change the same file at the same time, without some
method of managing access the developers may end up overwriting each other’s work. Centralized revision
control systems solve this problem in one of two different "source management models": file locking and
version merging.
File locking - The simplest method of preventing "concurrent access" problems involves locking files so
that only one developer at a time has write access to the central "repository" copies of those files. Once
one developer "checks out" a file, others can read that file, but no one else may change that file until that
developer "checks in" the updated version (or cancels the checkout).
Version Merging - Most version control systems allow multiple developers to edit the same file at the same
time. The first developer to "check in" changes to the central repository always succeeds. The system may
provide facilities to merge further changes into the central repository, and preserve the changes from the
first developer when other developers check in.

Peer to Peer Approach
Even as svn gained traction with users and gave many their first taste of robust version control, a new
wave of open source VCSes came on the scene with a very different approach: Instead of relying on the
hub-and-spokes client-server model, these tools would store a project’s complete history locally, in a single
repository. For example, with Git, all you have to do to create a new project is create a local git repository
or copy another git repository into your computer.
And since every copy of the project is a first-class citizen, with all of the project’s history, it’s not even strictly
necessary to have one central copy of the project (though it’s usually convenient). Changes can be moved
around from copy to copy, and a "server" can be as simple as having a copy on a computer everyone can
access with SSH.

Reference:
https://learn.adafruit.com/an-introduction-to-collaborating-with-version-control/overview,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Version_control

Based on the given information, answer the following questions:
(a) State the architectural patterns used by different versioning systems with a clear example instance from the

above description. (4M)
(b) Draw a clean network architecture to support the different versioning systems for the scenario of running a

versioning system in the following networking scenarios.
i. All users are on a single server with a terminal used by each user. (3M)
ii. All users are on a local are network. (4M)
iii. All users are distributed on Internet. (4M)

(c) Use Prof. Mary Shaw’s design space concept to categorize different versioning systems. (5M)


